TOWN OF BROOKLINE ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Administration and Finance Subcommittee Report
Finance Department: FY23 Budget
Public Hearing: March 26, 2022
Attendance: Melissa Goff, Justin Casanova-Davis, Rachid Belhocine, Michael Dipietro, David
Geanakakis, John Van Scoyoc, Kelly Hardebeck, Neil Gordon, Stephen Reeders, Harry Bohrs
Recommendation: Favorable Action by a vote of 4-0 with no abstentions

Executive
Summary:

The Finance Department FY23 budget of $3,472,121 represents a 2.3%
increase, reflecting the addition of temporary non-benefit 1.5 FTE to support
covid related services (CARES/ARPA). As well, there is a salary line
reduction as a result of turnovers, an increase in professional dues, and an
increase in gasoline costs
The Finance Department is broken into four distinct divisions: Treasury,
Comptroller, Assessor, Purchasing.

Voting Yes will...

Approve the departmental budget request as proposed by the Town Administrator.
This budget, inclusive of subprograms, sees no significant increase over last fiscal
year.
Reject the budget/priorities as proposed, and open the door for different approaches
The Finance Department interacts with all Town departments, acting as a hub. It is
responsible for the financial machinations, oversight and compliance of Town
revenue and spending – including all purchasing for the Town and Schools.
https://stories.opengov.com/jcpAUmb16/published/undefined
The Finance Department ensures legal adherence to all, revenue, spending, taxing,
assessing and procurement requirements.

Voting No will...
Financial
impact [if any]

Legal
implications [if
any]

Finance Department Budget Overview
The Treasury division “is responsible for the billing, collecting, and investing of all funds and
the arrangement of timely disbursements of all payments to vendors, town employees, and
retirees. The Division is also responsible for processing payroll for the Town and School.”
There is currently a vacancy in the position of Town Treasurer (Finance Director). Justin
Casanova-Davis is currently covering this position. The Town has been involved in several
department director searches recently. It is expected that a search for a new Finance Director will
occur after the Police Chief search has been completed.
As one might expect, the stress of the pandemic on a division that must maintain services, as
well as not having a full-time intact director, has been pretty significant.
The division was reorganized this past year; the position of Head Cashier was eliminated and
everyone was made a Finance Assistant. People have now been trained to provide cross-coverage
within the division. This is viewed as an improvement in efficiency and continuity.

The Comptroller “is responsible for maintaining and administering a financial accounting and
management information system that provides accurate, complete, and timely information
pertaining to all financial activities of Town and School departments.”
The Town concluded its FY21 audit. Brookline is a AAA bond-rated community.
In addition to being responsible for the Town’s accounting and compliance, the Comptroller also
sits on the Town’s Audit Committee that oversees adherence to acceptable practices and
considers practice improvements.
This year the division had to adapt, which it did successfully, to a remote model of oversight and
service in its crucial and time-sensitive operations.
The Purchasing division “is responsible for ensuring that all purchases of goods and services,
including public construction, are made in accordance with state laws and are open, fair,
competitive, and obtained at the lowest possible cost without sacrificing quality. This is done for
all Town and School departments. The Division is also responsible for the General Services unit
(Town wide postage and printing).”
In addition to being responsible for all of the Town’s purchases, the division has been overseeing
the use of CARES and ARPA fund related purchases.
This year there have been challenges in obtaining goods and services and in addressing pandemic
related needs. And, printing and mailing has been a challenge without having people on site.
The division is very aware of, and sensitive to, the issue of diversity in purchasing practices.
Municipal purchasing is circumscribed by many statutory and legal requirements. As part of its
efforts to reach out to historically marginalized groups, the Purchasing division has started
piloting Qwally software with and initial $10K (this cost may rise in coming years depending on
the success of this platform). The software acts as a portal where businesses, especially minority
and women owned vendors, can register to qualify for contracts. In addition, the division is a
member of BECMA (a black enterprise group) that meets monthly, and it interacts with other
regional groups and communities.
There is a Town working group that includes Town Counsel’s office, HR, DICR, Economic
Development and Purchasing, which meets to develop broad and cohesive approaches to
providing greater business opportunity for historically marginalized groups.
Purchasing patterns must be mindful of legal and constitutional requirements. In order to be
more selective in our purchasing patterns, the Town must first go through a significant Disparity
Study. Boston has just completed one, and Cambridge is looking to hire a consultant to initiate
such a study. The cost is significant, and not part of this budget. Additionally, there would be a
significant investment in personnel time to create what is referred to as a Sheltered Marketplace
for Brookline after having completed a Disparity Study. Purchasing has had some initial
discussions with other municipalities about possibly creating a regional Disparity Study and
Sheltered Marketplace.

This is a quite large project. In the meantime, Purchasing does have a bit more regulatory
flexibility when it comes to purchasing items and services under $10K. The division continues to
look for ways to reach out and facilitate links with more businesses. Qwally is a new item in that
quest.
The Assessing division “is responsible for uniformly and accurately valuing all taxable property
in town. Quality and accurate assessments ensure that all areas of town and all classes of
property equitably share responsibility for their portion of the property tax levy.”
The division had to contend with vacancies during this pandemic, and found it difficult to hire
because of salary levels. The Deputy Chief Assessor position is still empty.
In its assessing operation, the division makes use of Just Appraised software ( a subscription
service, this year $15.4K) and some consulting appraisal services in assessing personal property.
Brookline is currently assessed at $27.4B – the fourth highest in the state.
Discussion
The Finance Department is in a challenging time with the absence of a full-time permanent
director. COVID has also created challenges. That being said, the sub-divisions have managed to
keep the machinations of the Town grinding smoothly, and the re-organization of the Treasury
subdivision seems well thought out. Operating efficiencies or approaches are likely to change as
people are onsite and the CARES/ARPA related FTE’s wind out.
Concerns were voiced that we look for ways to reduce printing and mailing costs, though much
of that is compliance related.
The Finance Department, and each representative sub-division, voiced concern with the ability to
hire in the face of less than competitive salaries.
The department has found ways of operating and providing service in a remote structure, and has
rolled out the use of Docusign across departments, hopefully leading to greater efficiencies and
recording.
Ideally, people would be cross-trained across divisions so that there is greater coverage and
better succession planning. Also, there was an expressed desire (ideally) to develop a paid
internship program within the Finance Department to develop new talent.

Recommendation
The Subcommittee voted to recommend approval of the Finance Department FY23 Budget by a
vote of 4-0 with no abstentions.
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